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Abstract: Complicated technical museum objects differs greatly from traditional museum objects. This article tests both the museological concepts of authenticity and originality and the concepts of conceptual, factual and actual identity with two aircraft in the collections of the Aviation Museum of Central Finland. The main issue is how these concepts may help to solve some problems of conservation, restoration and presentation. This article is an translated and slightly edited excerpt of the PhD thesis "Tavallisesta kuriositeetiksi – Kahden Keski-Suomen Ilmailumuseon Messerschmitt Bf 109 – lentokoneen museoarvo (From Common-place to Curiosity – the Museum Value of two Messerschmitt Bf 109 Aircraft of the Aviation Museum of Central Finland)", examined in the University of Jyväskylä, Finland, on March 24, 2006.
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THE LIFESPAN OF A MUSEUM OBJECT

Peter van Mensch’s theory of the object data structure is based on the concept of lifespan, and involves the reduction, disappearance, or even increase with the passing of the time, of the original value of an object. Secondary uses also play their part. This thesis, in which the focus is on military aircraft, deals with an object whose primary function is to fly, be an airplane, and deliver weapons if required, while its existence as a static display item or museum exhibit constitutes its secondary function. During the lifespan of an object its informational value undergoes changes and can be divided into four categories. An object’s structural properties encompass its physical nature. Functional properties are examined against future or current usages, while background (context) involves the physical and conceptual environment of the object, and significance (representation) is assessed on the basis of the meanings and values conveyed by the object.¹

The basic unit of a museum collection is an item (object), and a collection is formed by objects. This leads us to the eternal quest of the definition of an object and of the ways of determining its value – and what about the importance of an object as a piece of material evidence or source of information? What is the relationship of a museum or man with an object? These questions must be answered using solid museological arguments before it can be determined that an item meets the criteria of a museum object. Age alone will not qualify as a criterion. Objects convey information of the past so their inherent connections with history lend them credibility as pieces of
material evidence. In addition to their physical characteristics, objects have documentary nature. An object’s importance may lie in the power of expression that it carries or in its metaphysical characteristics. Objects are invariably tangible pieces of material evidence, even though we may fail to recognize their value. They are without exception representative products of their own culture, and every object possesses a specific meaning and significance that can be assessed against the overall picture of the culture of which they were part.²

Peter van Mensch classifies objects as temporary, or short-lived, and permanent. To determine the informational value of an object it is necessary to learn the process of transformation undergone by the object. Van Mensch’s model of the informational structure of an object is built around three levels of information: physical characteristics, documentation, and background information (context), which may result in a situation where the underlying basic, or original, information that an object carries may differ completely from secondary information that is available for us to view. Museums have far too long focused on objects’ physical characteristics and associated documentation, while contextual information including stories and reminiscences related to objects have been ignored.³

Susan Pearce has fittingly stated: ”The relationship of our museum material to the ways in which we view the past and produce our narratives of what happened in the past, is both one of the most important and one of the most difficult question which museum collections pose.”⁴ Pearce is known, among other theories, for her four field approach⁵, which, however, cannot be applied as such to aircraft as we cannot refer to a flying machine as a “masterpiece”, and to me the idea of the wanderings of an object between “high culture” and “popular culture” sounds strange when reference is made to the characteristics of a technical apparatus such as an aircraft.

The correct context of an object, which we should strive to determine, includes its conceptual identity (“basis of design”, based on an idea), factual identity (the object is “ready for use” with regard to its structure, functionality, and intended purpose), and actual identity (the object in its “present state”, and associated history).⁶

MESSERSCHMITT BF 109 AIRCRAFT AS MUSEUM ITEMS

The Messerschmitts of the Aviation Museum of Central Finland are German fighter aircraft. Finland purchased 164 examples of the Bf 109 G aircraft from Germany, and 112 of these were of the G-6 sub-type. Their service life in Finland lasted eleven years to the day, the last flight being flown on March 13, 1954, by MT-507 (Finnish Air Force serial number), which is on display in the museum. After its farewell flight the aircraft was a gate guardian at an air base for seventeen years. It was restored in 1972 and was stored pending the establishment of an aviation museum. The museum’s second aircraft, a Bf 109 F-4 (Luftwaffe serial NE+ML), got lost and force-landed on a ferry flight in the northernmost part of Finnish Lapland on November 9, 1942. The wreckage was severely vandalized, and many parts were lost until the remains were recovered from the wilderness as late as 1972. The aircraft was only subjected to preliminary conservation ten years later when it was taken into the museum’s collection.
The story of an object starts with its conceptual identity and progresses via a factual identity to an actual identity. MT-507, a Messerschmitt Bf 109 G-6 fighter, is a representative of the best fighter type that was available to Finland and the best the country was in the position to purchase from anywhere in the world during the latter stages of World War II in the closing weeks of the summer of 1944. It then very quickly became obsolescent as a military aircraft, even spending some time mothballed in storage. Its value as a machine of war dropped and the aircraft was in the descending portion of its life span. When MT-507 was removed from storage and restored into service in 1949, the Messerschmitt Bf 109 G was already hopelessly outdated as a military aircraft as widespread transition to jet aircraft had taken – or was taking – place elsewhere. Technically, MT-507 was a sound airplane, not a “Monday product”, so it remained airworthy longer than any other aircraft of its type, but the final flight inevitably had to take place. After this, the aircraft began its spell as a gate guardian; this period, a sort of a pre-museum phase in its life, was a sad one as the aircraft was incessantly ravaged by elements, but subsequent restoration resulted in an increase in its value, which peaked in the aircraft’s placement in the permanent exhibition of the Aviation Museum of Central Finland.

What is the conceptual identity of MT-507? Is it the performance specification drafted by the Air Ministry of the Third Reich (Reichsluftfahrtministerium, RLM), the first flight of the Bf 109 V1 prototype on 28 May, 1935, or the maiden flight of the Bf 109 G-0, which was the first pre-production “Gustav”? Hermann Göring’s announcement that a “very fast courier airplane” was required does certainly not qualify as the conceptual identity of this complex and sophisticated piece of machinery. Would the final performance requirements that the Air Ministry laid down for the aircraft qualify, then? They may not be specific enough and therefore cannot qualify either. What about the drawings of the first prototype? Yes, they could indeed be considered; however, it is certain that late changes were incorporated in the aircraft during its manufacture. A number of design changes were also made between the first prototype and Bf 109 A-1, the first production version. The emergence of the Bf 109 E version also represents a major step; in fact, the Germans maintained that the design did not achieve maturity as a serial production aircraft until the advent of “Emil”. Even bigger changes were made as the aircraft was further developed into the Bf 109 F, known as “Filip”. These included the redesign of the wings, which resulted in an aircraft that aerodynamically differed considerably from its predecessors. The differences between “Emil” and “Filip” were, in fact, of such a major nature that the building up of manufacturing capability and initial technical problems caused the loss of almost
600 production aircraft, which means that a gap of 2.5 months appeared in Germany’s aircraft production. Transition from the Bf 109 F to the Bf 109 G, or “Gustav”, was, however, smoother. Enter “Gustav”: it had approximately three times more power and it weighed about twice as much as the Bf 109 V1 and first serial production aircraft, and major external differences are also readily apparent, whereas Bf 109 F-4 NE+ML and Bf 109 G-6 MT-507 resemble each other markedly. I therefore maintain that MT-507 and the entire G series are preceded by a full range of conceptual identities.

It may prove equally difficult to determine the conceptual identity of the final serial production examples of the British Supermarine Spitfire fighter. An initial order for the type was placed in January 1935, the first prototype flew on 5 March, 1936, and production terminated in October 1947. The case of the Volkswagen “Beetle”, which was still in production a few years ago, is also a like example. The car was ordered in 1934, and by the winter of 1936 Ferdinand Porsche had built three prototypes. These were followed by an order for a further 30 prototypes in 1937. Production started just before the outbreak of the war, but it ended soon, the factory switching from family cars to the production of VW Kübelwagen and Schwimmwagen all-terrain vehicles. How much does a “Beetle” out of a production line that was closed in Brazil a couple of years ago resemble the first production automobiles - not that much.10

The case of the Bf 109 F-4 resembles the foregoing so the F series is one link in the chain of the conceptual and factual identities of Messerschmitts before the arrival of “Gustav”.11

In my opinion, the factual identities of the Messerschmitts that are the subject of this study are, however, relatively easy to determine, as these identities were born when the aircraft were put at the manufacturer’s plant through their acceptance test flights that cleared them for handover to service units. By early December 1943, German aircraft industry had established the following manufacturing standards for aircraft:

- “Saur-fertig” (Saur ready): the standard for an aircraft that had undergone a manufacturing process (at the factory); yet the aircraft lacked some small components that would be installed later but would be needed to render it airworthy,
- “Industrie-fertig” (factory ready): an aircraft was raised to this standard upon the installation of components mentioned above,
- “Gl-fertig” (Generalluftzeugmeister-fertig, Director of Aircraft Production ready): an aircraft reached this standard with the installation of the armament, and
- “Übernahmefertig” (acceptance ready): an aircraft met the criteria for this standard after
ter the completion of weapons firing tests and production test flights.\textsuperscript{12}

With reference to the foregoing definitions of manufacturing standards it can be maintained that MT-507’s factual identity was born when the aircraft was proved acceptance ready (übernahmefertig) around July 27, 1944, while the respective date for NE+ML is somewhere near June 21, 1941. What has been said above is, of course, not at all applicable in modern aircraft industry, and has bearing solely to Nazi Germany’s war effort.

\textbf{AN AUTHENTIC OBJECT}

As early as 1858, J. G. Droysen advised that the very first thing to do was to make sure that an object is not a forgery. “To put it briefly, there are so many things around that are not authentic and are therefore a forgery that every time that one is dealing with history he shall first ensure that the material he has in his hands is what it is believed to be or what it should be.”\textsuperscript{13} Could this statement be understood that some exceedingly weird items had found their way into the collections of the high and mighty?

How can one possibly define the concept of “authenticity” when the object in question is an item like an airplane, which during its service life is inherently subjected to successive repairs and modifications? What criteria should be used in the selection of a certain point of time in the aircraft’s lifespan that would determine the appearance of the aircraft after repainting, for example? Or what technical configuration should be used for reference? To take MT-507 as an example, even the aircraft’s acceptance documents list the following major deficiencies that had to be actioned immediately, before the aircraft could be handed over to an operating unit:

- radio is missing,
- instruments are attached with two screws (instead of four!)
- all connections of oil and fluid plumbing above size NW 20 lack safetying,
- no elongation observed in 32mm eye-bolts of stabilizer,
- tropical filter with attaching parts and controls is missing,
- air intake duct reinforcement is missing,
- supports of receptacles of upper engine cowling latches are not reinforced,
- engine preoiling line is missing,
- some high-pressure lines are faulty,
- Finnish serial number, national insignia, and other markings must be applied, and
- Finnish language placards must be installed.

Aircraft documents state that the aircraft was 96% complete upon acceptance due to these deficiencies, while the record of release and acceptance mentions additional minor discrepancies. Some of the foregoing deficiencies result from attempts to relieve workload on factory assembly lines by assigning certain steps (such as the installation of remaining attachment screws of instruments and safetying of larger-diameter oil and fluid pipes) to central depots (Flugzeugschleuse) or operating units, while others can be traced to the policy of exhausting the stocks of components supplied by sub-contractors (the “incorrect” high-pressure oil lines and the stabilizer eye-bolt were of an obsolete type), and still others were due to the unavailability of components or the fact that their installation would have served no practical purpose. An example was the radio;
it can be assumed that radios were in short supply, yet radio sets could be pulled out of grounded aircraft in operating units. MT-507 was also fitted with attachment straps for a first aid kit, the fuel filler door was repaired, wheel brakes were worked on (after Finnish Chief Warrant Officer Yrjö Turkka had reported a malfunctioning left brake unit), and the guns were harmonized and test-fired.\footnote{Nitrocel lulose paint applied on the aircraft gradually lost its properties, revealing underlying surfaces, so paintwork was touched up as necessary.}

After the armistice, which became effective on September 5, 1944, the Eastern Front markings were painted over, and the current rondon del replaced the swastika as the national insignia on April 1, 1945. Operations from dirt airstrips resulted in frequent hits by small rocks against the aft fuselage and rudder, making skin repairs and local repainting necessary. For tactical purposes MT-507 wore, apparently from early September 1944 onward, a yellow “0” behind the machine gun breech bulges on the forward fuselage, but during major part of the aircraft’s operational life between 1949 and 1954 this was replaced by a yellow “4” on the vertical stabilizer.\footnote{Cannibalizing, which means temporary removal or changing of parts and components between individual aircraft, is not inseparable from the issue of authenticity. This practice became inevitable due to maintenance difficulties of the Messerschmitt fleet. Let us take MT-452 as an example:}

Fig. 3. The prototype and some versions of Messerschmitt Bf 109 from top to bottom: V1, A-1, E-1, F-1 (NE+ML) and G-6 (MT-507). Drawings by Klaus Niska.
The list includes only those repairs or component changes that were carried out by cannibalizing, which is indicative of the scarcity of spares, and it does not include other repairs or installation of stock spares. During its life span the airframe of MT-452 logged a total of 311 hours 45 minutes, and was fitted with five individual engines and eight propellers. Replacement or reconditioning of components and equipment are an inherent part of aircraft operation, these being carried out when it becomes necessary to replace a faulty component with a serviceable one, either after a predetermined number of flight or running hours has elapsed, or during repairs.¹⁶

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Removed from</th>
<th>Component installed in MT-452</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug 12, 1947</td>
<td>MT-483</td>
<td>left and right mainwheel and tire assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 13, 1947</td>
<td>MT-481</td>
<td>propeller spinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 14, 1947</td>
<td>MT-481</td>
<td>vertical speed indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 31, 1948</td>
<td>MT-438</td>
<td>horizontal stabilizer and elevator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 8, 1948</td>
<td>MT-490</td>
<td>right mainwheel tire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 16, 1948</td>
<td>MT-504</td>
<td>engine complete with mounts and accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 16, 1948</td>
<td>MT-504</td>
<td>propeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 27, 1948</td>
<td>MT-456</td>
<td>gun empty case collector box cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 22, 1948</td>
<td>MT-425</td>
<td>engine complete with mounts and accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 22, 1948</td>
<td>MT-425</td>
<td>propeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 2, 1948</td>
<td>MT-513</td>
<td>cockpit canopy complete with antenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 29, 1948</td>
<td>MT-513</td>
<td>fuel boost pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 28, 1948</td>
<td>MT-438</td>
<td>oil cooler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 29, 1948</td>
<td>MT-425</td>
<td>left radiator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 8, 1949</td>
<td>MT-422</td>
<td>fuel quantity gaging system float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 14, 1949</td>
<td>MT-513</td>
<td>tailwheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 27, 1949</td>
<td>MT-513</td>
<td>left main landing gear oleo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 14, 1949</td>
<td>MT-509</td>
<td>right wing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overhaul of an Aircraft — an Authentic Event

Let us, for comparison, examine the record of repairs to the airframe of a De Havilland D.H.60 Moth (Finnish registration OH-VKG, named “Hallin Janne”) that were undertaken at the Karhumäki Brothers’ shop in Keljo, Jyväskylä, between April 5 and August 14, 1940. The Moth was widely used in the 1930s and was of wooden construction. Repairs included the complete replacement of wooden components (this writer’s italics and underlining). Metal parts that were replaced included the lower wing attachment brackets complete
with lock pins, along with the corresponding internal brackets. The attaching hardware of the rear struts of the float assemblies, attachment brackets of the center wing panel, attachment bracket of the forward bracing wires of the center wing, attachment brackets of stabilizer struts, engine mounting brackets, and the access door latch were replaced. All other metal components were reinstalled after cleaning and inspection. Seats complete with seat back, as well as the windshield assemblies including frames were replaced. Seat harnesses were repaired. The instrument panel was replaced. Mounting bolts used in the fuselage structure complete with washers were replaced. The inside of the fuselage was varnished and external paint was applied. Cowlings were replaced.

How much of “genuinely original” then remains in a wooden aircraft after an overhaul? Authenticity can, however, be maintained even after component changes and the replacement of structural members providing replacements and modifications are an inherent part of the service life of an item before its becoming a museum object. This phenomenon is also recognized elsewhere, its most striking example probably being the Shinto shrine in Ise, Japan, of which more later. It must also noted that the restoration effort of an aircraft may involve procedures that are identical to those carried out on the aircraft during its service life due to requirements determined by flight operations and operations related reasons.

**Reflections on Restoration**

What is an authentic aircraft, and what “authentic” components can be accepted for installation in an aircraft under restoration? Discussion should be started by looking at the intended use of the aircraft – which is flying. If it becomes necessary, say, to install an instrument of the same type that was used in the aircraft during its service life, even though it is not the same individual component, authenticity is not sacrificed – only originality is degraded. Following this logic it was decided to install in a Bell P-39Q Airacobra that was undergoing restoration in the Aviation Museum of Central Finland an instrument that was manufactured by the Jaeger company and was exactly of the same type as the instrument previously fitted in the aircraft. It had, however, been used by the Finnish Air Force so the texts on the dial were in Finnish. This resulted in a situation where an instrument with Finnish texts was mounted in an instrument panel adorned with both Russian and English language placards and stenciling in an aircraft of American manufacture. Thus, full authenticity and complete originality were not achieved, yet the result was better than having a gapping hole in the instrument panel, and the decision could also be justified as being an interim measure pending the appearance of a “correct” instrument.

The question of authenticity has been discussed, among other arenas, within the ICOMOS, while an UNESCO meeting held in 1994 in Nara, Japan, eventually agreed that authenticity is not a value in itself, but its task is to convey a message. The authenticity of different objects may involve different characteristics.

In Japan, on the island of Ise, stands a wooden Shinto shrine, which is rebuilt at twenty-year intervals, and is even slightly relocated on each rebuild. The period of twenty years represents the lifespan of a Shinto goddess to
whose worship the shrine is dedicated, and after each twenty-year period this object of worship dies and then regenerates. Consideration may also be given to the fact that the Japanese climate with dampness, microbes, fungi, bugs, and other deteriorating factors would in any case necessitate repeated re-erection and relocation of the structure. The current shrine is the 71st iteration to date. Can the shrine be claimed to be authentic even though it is rebuilt every twenty years meticulously adhering to the original method of construction and using original tooling? The Japanese themselves answer in the affirmative. Special attention should be paid to the fact that the work must not be considered merely a repair or maintenance effort as the building of a new shrine is closely tied with a rite that is part of the Shinto religion.\textsuperscript{19}

The cathedral of Roskilde in Denmark provides another interesting object when the concept of authenticity is examined. Danish kings of fame have traditionally been buried in side (burial) chapels added up to the cathedral.\textsuperscript{20} Would it still be possible today to erect an additional, perhaps very modern, burial chapel without jeopardizing authenticity? This would represent the continuation of an old tradition, but would architectural differences and differences in construction techniques emerge as decisive factors? If a decision were made to build a replica of a previous chapel, which one of them should be chosen as a pattern?\textsuperscript{21} What about a traditional Japanese house, then? Its doors, which are made of paper, are replaced once in a year, while the tatami mat is due for replacement after every five years. Thatched roofing is renewed once in a decade, while the wooden poles which support the house must be replaced once or twice in a lifetime. Yet there is little doubt that this building is an authentic Japanese house, in which the rhythmic cycles of human life and seasons regulate structural and other replacements.\textsuperscript{22}

D. Wiggins toys with the concept of authenticity and uses the following example: Suppose a wooden ship is constantly undergoing repairs which involve replacement of planking, yet all removed timber is saved. Will it still be the same boat after the replacement of every single plank as it was when it was new? What if the removed planking were used in the construction of another boat using equivalent components and methods – would it then be the same boat, or another? Or, which one of the two would be the more original? Wiggins supports the view that the ship that was under constant repair is the more authentic since it has been subject to long-standing working methods and a continuum, both with regard to time and place.\textsuperscript{23}

It can be stated that authenticity has bearing to an object’s shape, materials used, (manufacturing) technologies employed, functional originality, and location related originality. Other determinators such as an object’s social significance, may also exist.\textsuperscript{24} The Ise shrine and a flying aircraft meet these criteria even though they undergo refurbishment and replacement processes. In the case of an aircraft it must also be realized that some component replacements or repairs may be crucial in view of flight safety and therefore subject to monitoring by authorities. Failing to carry out work laid down in a repair (modification) instruction issued by the manufacturer could result in fatal consequences during flight operations.

Consequently, a museum object must be not only authentic; it should also be original, if this is possible, and it must have connections with its originality, and it must be able to
function as a piece of evidence of events that have taken place in history. This study has established the links of the two Messerschmitts in the collection of the Aviation Museum of Central Finland with their past so they can be regarded as pieces of evidence of history. Mooting over the issue of authenticity further, Jukka Jokilehto states that authenticity: "...can be defined as something that sustains and proves itself, as well as having credit and authority from itself." The authenticity of both Messerschmitts that are subject to this study has its roots in the origins of the two objects, it is not water poured into a well. Yet it is generally understood that authenticity and originality are features that in a way increase the merits and authority of an object. When the appreciation of an object is studied over its life span, both high and low points, as well as periods of primary and secondary uses, can be distinguished. To quote Natalia Dushkina: "Authenticity is essential, but change is happening all the time ..." This is what has happened, particularly over the life span of MT-507. Of the same issue, Janne Vilkuna further states: "Genuine authenticity is often also a paradox. If a museum object is allowed to deteriorate, and eventually become destroyed with the passing of time, it still retains its authenticity throughout this process. If, on the other hand, hard-working conservators and especially restaurers take good care of the object, it becomes less authentic with every single step in restoration." So we come to conclusion that it is in many ways problematic to define the concept of authenticity and determine the real contents of the term - we can even ask whether there are cases in which this is really needed, or even hoped for? This can even be a manifestation of romantic ideas - to be genuinely authentic and original is certainly something very fine indeed, or is it not?

NOTES

1. van Mensch 1990: 146.
7. Radinger & Schick 1997: 26; "wing slats were considerably simplified", among other changes.
9. Prien & Rodeike 1993: 57. Only six pre-series aircraft were necessary.
11. The "Remarks" column of the parts catalog for the Bf 109 F version lists all preceding versions in which the component in question can be installed; these include all versions from Bf 109 B up – so a chain of development can be traced. (Messerschmitt AG 1941: passim).
14. Archives of Aviation Museum of Central Finland, individual aircraft documents, folder of MT-507, inspection record LMT-507 (Werk No. 167271), and a record of release and acceptance confirming the transfer of responsibility (No. 2 Air Depot, No. 7520/III/LMT-507, August 26, 1944). The record also details 24 minor deficiencies such as the lack of a tropical filter. This number does not include mentions of equipment
variations (such as an Erla canopy in lieu of an angular “safe” type canopy, long tailwheel strut, etc.) in the list of baseline equipment.

15. Archives of Aviation Museum of Central Finland, individual aircraft documents, folder of MT-507: the aircraft logged a total of 263 h 25 min in peacet ime, which makes up more than 96 % of the total flight hours.

16. Archives of Aviation Museum of Central Finland, individual aircraft documents, folder of MT-452. This example also illustrates the short life of wartime engines as the engines fitted in this particular aircraft averaged no more than 62.5 running hours per engine, so in theory their time between overhauls would have been 100 hours. After a predetermined number of flight hours has elapsed, certain time-expired instruments or other components are replaced with new (or overhauled) items in order to improve flight safety and proactively prevent inflight equipment malfunctions. Manninen 2004: 13, perhaps the most extensive act of cannibalization in Finland was carried out during repairs on MT-449, when the aircraft was fitted with the fuselage of MT-444, among other major components.

17. Archives of Aviation Museum of Central Finland, individual aircraft documents, folder of OH-VKG.


21. Lehmann 2000 (Internet): The current side chapels represent a number of styles: Roman, early Gothic, Dutch renaissance, and classic.
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